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 Hotel Rössli Weggis - Gourmet & Spa

Hotel Rössli Gourmet & Spa, Hotel Rössli Gourmet & Spa

"Relax actively" is the motto of the Hotel Rössli in Weggis. This makes the
certified 4-star hotel on the shores of Lake Lucerne the ideal stop. A place to
slow down and relax. The 900 square metre SPA area offers a diverse sauna
and bathing landscape. The offer is perfectly complemented by refined
gourmet cuisine in the "Equo 1706" restaurant.  Regardless of the area, a
respectful approach to resources and the environment is the top priority
at the Hotel Rössli.  In this way, guests are offered an unforgettable and
relaxing time out in the Weggis Vitznau Rigi holiday region.

This makes the certified 4-star hotel on the shores of Lake Lucerne the ideal
stop on your e-bike tour, hike or round trip in the region. A place to slow down
and relax. The 900 square meter SPA area offers a varied sauna and bathing
landscape. The offer is perfectly complemented by refined gourmet cuisine
in the "Equo 1706" restaurant. Regardless of the area, a respectful approach to
resources and the environment is the top priority at the Hotel Rössli. Guests
are thus offered an unforgettable and relaxing break in the Weggis Vitznau
Rigi vacation region.

What awaits you:

Finnish sauna and herbal saunaAroma steam bath and caldariumShower
area with cold mist shower, bucket shower and tropical rain showerBrine bath
in the outdoor area (35 °C all year round)Plunge poolNumerous beauty and
wellness treatmentsRelaxation room with Himalayan salt wallFitness room
with the latest generation of Technogym training equipment

Cosmetics & massages:

For an all-round feel-good experience, we offer a wide range of treatments in
the cosmetics and massage area.

Address:
Seestrasse 52
6353 Weggis

 +41 (0) 41 392 27 27
 http://roessli.ch/
 mail@roessli.ch
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Please note that access to our spa area is only permitted from the age of 14
and that the sauna area is a textile-free zone.


